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Priority: Immediate Due date:  
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Category: MetacatUI Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

Story Points:    

Description

Some member nodes rely on the online distribution information being displayed in search results to facilitate access to data

resources not directly accessible through the member node.

It appears that this information is not being presented in the MetacatUI. Example:

https://search.dataone.org/#view/aekos.org.au%2Fcollection%2Fnsw.gov.au%2Fnsw_atlas%2Fvis_flora_module%2FV_YOWAKDP

3.20150723

vs

https://cn.dataone.org/onemercury/send/xsltText2?pid=aekos.org.au/collection/nsw.gov.au/nsw_atlas/vis_flora_module/V_YOWAKD

P3.20150723&fileURL=https://cn.dataone.org/cn/v1/resolve/aekos.org.au%2Fcollection%2Fnsw.gov.au%2Fnsw_atlas%2Fvis_flora_

module%2FV_YOWAKDP3.20150723&full_datasource=TERN%20Australia&full_queryString=%20*%20AND%20(%20datasource%

20:(%20urn:node:TERN%20%20)%20)%20&ds_id=#top

The information is present, but is not presented in a way that is easily accessible for a user. The TERN Member Node operators

have requested an immediate correction.

History

#1 - 2015-11-19 15:00 - Chris Jones

If I recall correctly, we had decided that the initial roll out of the Search UI wouldn't be using the full stylesheets for EML, FGDC, Dryad, etc., and that

this missing information is a result of that.  The plan was to allow for full metadata views after the V2 release, and not only will the online distribution

info filed be displayed, but entity/attribute information will be much more understandable since we're not rendering the flattened lists from the Solr

index, but rather from the science metadata document itself.

#2 - 2015-11-19 17:01 - Lauren Walker

- Status changed from New to In Progress

- % Done changed from 0 to 30

Chris and I spoke this morning and decided that until the view service is live, we will GET the raw EML doc, find the Online Distribution URL, and add

a link in the MetacatUI #view view. 

#3 - 2015-11-19 18:52 - Lauren Walker

- Status changed from In Progress to Closed

- % Done changed from 30 to 100

Updated MetacatUI and installed on search.dataone.org.

Example here: https://search.dataone.org/#view/www.supersites.net.au/knb/metacat/supersite.311.3/html
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